MDO
ONBOARD
MDM (Master Data Management) and Data Quality solutions have been traditionally perceived as
expensive both from license and deployment perspectives. Self-serve models for deploying enterprise
software are now on the rise to address this concern.
On top of that, Master Data remains as a key challenge across all kinds of organizations. Recognizing the
multiple complexities, we offer MDO Onboard to our customers. It allows seamless Master Data solution
onboarding and effective usage across the organization, letting you reap the benefits in shorter time
with easily justifiable cost.

MDO Onboard
MDO Onboard is a rapid onboarding model for MDO Data Stewards. The Data Stewards in your organization, also
known as MDO Administrators can easily be onboarded via one of these two methods:

Guidance Programs

Onboard Assist with our experienced
MDO Data Stewards

These options are offered to cater to your team’s level of expertise and experience in handling MDO deployment.
Most of our solutions can be onboarded in a period of 30 days.

Data Stewards
Data Stewards can come from both business and technology verticals. They are professionals who understand
the current landscape of the organization in terms of their domain or technology. They are able to grasp the idea
of workflows and business rules around data. Through MDO self-serve experience, these Data Stewards will be
equipped to implement governance policies across different data domains.

MDO ONBOARD

Key Areas and Availability
Below are the key areas and availability of solutions using MDO Onboard. All of these solutions come with best
practices, data models, business rules, workflows, as well as integration to systems like SAP, where applicable.
Currently Available

H1 2022

H2 2022

SAP BUSINESS SYSTEMS AND DOMAINS

■ MDO MDM & Data Quality for SAP
Supply Chain
□ Includes Spares, Suppliers, Assets
■ MDO MDM for SAP
□ Materials
□ Vendors
□ Customers

■ MDO DIW for SAP – Data Quality and
Remediation for SAP Data
■ MDO MDM for SAP
□ Finance

OTHER BUSINESS SYSTEMS AND DOMAINS

■ MDO DIW for Salesforce – Data Quality
& Remediation for Salesforce Data
■ MDO Spares for Oracle and Maximo
■ MDO Spares for IFS

■ MDO Assets for Oracle and Maximo
■ MDO MDM for Oracle

PLATFORM – MDM AND DATA QUALITY

■ MDO 360 – Customers, Vendors and
Products
■ MDO DIW Platform for data quality

■ MDO multi domain MDM Platform

Approach
It’s highly recommended that MDO Onboard starts on a particular domain or an area that is important to the business.
Our multi-domain pre-configured solutions with built-in integration help to accelerate the onboarding process. With
the awareness that any pre-configured solution will have gaps, our Guidance Programs and Onboard Assist will help to
address them, ultimately ensuring that the solution meets your expectations and policies.

Guidance Programs

Onboard Assist

Our Guidance Programs for Onboarding gives your
Data Stewards access to our MDO Training Academy.
It contains self-learning, self-paced courses for various
solution areas under MDO Onboard. Our Data Stewards
are also available during the onboarding process and
during the active usage of the tool. DIW, the data quality
solution is only offered using the Guidance Programs.

Onboard Assist is a fixed fee program where you can
tap into our Data Stewards’ expertise to perform the
necessary onboarding tasks.

MDO One is the go-to place to access all the Guidance
information.

Our Data Stewards will work hand in hand with your
Data Stewards using tried-and-true, prescribed steps.
This paid model has been proven as cost effective.
You also have the option to use the traditional Explore
to Run Enterprise Deployment Models, run by our
service partners.
Once onboarded, your Data Stewards will be proficient
to further implement the solution across domains
and departments. The fixed fee program allows
customizations with defined scope.
The program is conducted remotely, and ASANA and
Microsoft Teams are used for collaboration.
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Key Phases of the Onboard Program
The below phases are applicable to both Guidance Programs and Onboard Assist. (SAP Business Systems
and Domains)

Induction

Preparation

Explore

Deploy

■ Send Login

■ Internal Connectivity

■ Customer Pull Data

■ Gap Config & Unit Test

■ Product
Walk-through

■ Customer Import
SAP Packages

■ Customer Uses
Standard Scenarios

■ All Scenarios Confirmed
& United Tested

■ Train Administrator

■ SAP Connectivity Test

■ Gap Identification

■ Customer Confirmation

■ Customer Decides
to Extend Trial

■ Data Refresh &
Production System Data
Downloaded

■ Customer Starts
Using MDO

Live

■ Continuous
Improvement &
Rollout Additional
Domains

Success Criteria
■ Strong understanding of the connectivity requirements of your enterprise systems with full preparation.
■ The Gap Identification process is an easy templated approach to help you fully articulate the gaps. You are highly
encouraged to spend enough time in this stage and seek consultation with your peers where necessary.
■ The connected Non-Production systems should have enough data to cover most of the scenarios for
comprehensive testing.
■ Maintain an overall strategy that incorporates continuous improvement for the data domain implemented
along with additional domains.

Key Benefits
■ A great way to start small, applicable to both small and large organizations
■ A better way to prove the importance of MDM to an organization, as opposed to investing time
and money on expensive business cases.
■ The Guidance Programs are proven to be helpful in empowering users, as well as letting you save
cost from the Onboard Assist’s fixed fee.
■ Set a good, working precedent for a larger MDM initiative in the organization.

